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One of the important tools in the study of indecomposable modules in a 
p-block E of a finite group G is the “loop operator” Q [14]. For a module 
M, one defines Q(M) to be the kernel of the minimal projective cover of M. 
The module A4 is said to be periodic fthe Q-orbit of M is finite. 
In this paper, we study certain periodic modules in blocks of type SL2. 
We say that he block B of the finite group G is “of type SL,” if it looks 
like a nontrivial p-block of the group SL,(p”). For the precise d finition, 
see Section 1 (or 191). We assume here that p> 2, and that n> 1 (except in
(3.3)). 
It has been proved in [9] that he indecomposable projective modules in 
such a block have certain filtrations which describe the submodule struc- 
ture. The quotients ofthese filtrations are denoted by “P+(LI)” in [9]. 
Here A is a vertex of a graph r which is a double cover of the ordinary 
quiver; thus A corresponds to a” simple module denoted by A. 
Some of these quotients are periodic, and we shall describe their Q- 
orbits. 
In particuar, we obtain the Q-orbit of all simple periodic modules in the 
block and as a corollary Extk(E, F)when E and F are simple and one of 
them is periodic. (J. F. Carlson has independently found an algorithm to
calculate th dimension fExP(E, F) for all simple modules E and F [S].) 
The results here will be used in a later paper to characterize the Q-orbits 
of arbitrary simple modules in such a block. 
The module SZ’(P&A)) may be described inthe following way: its 
Green correspondent hasa filtration wh se quotients are Green correspon- 
dents of Qk(E) for various k, where E is simple periodic. Forexample, for 
some of these P,,,(A) there are short exact sequences 
0 -*fW+‘(E) +fQ’(P,,,(~)) -fQr-‘(E) + 0. (*I 
In the special case when e = 1 this is an “almost split sequence.” (Almost 
split sequences ofsimple periodic SL,(p”)-modules have also been studied 
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by A. Chanter [6].) Ingeneral, in order to “lift” sequences such as (*) to 
G, we shall apply the methods of J. A. Green in [ 131, based on the 
“Auslander-Reiten-Gabriel di g am”(see also [3, 111). 
In the first two sections, we summarize the results from [9] which are 
use here. In Section 3,we introduce modules which we call “generalized 
strings.” In Section 4, we construct various short exact sequences of N- 
modules (where N is the normalizer of a defect group of B) which involve 
the Green correspondents of themodules considered. In the last chapter, 
we obtain the Q-orbits. 
We shall give now a brief guide to the results; worked examples 
illustrating the methods may be found in the Appendix. We start byfixing 
m and then find P’(P,,,@)) for all admissible 4 and j. Let M= P,,,(d). 
Then the period of M is p” - 1. Since M is self-dual, we have that 
QP’-‘-“(M)g (P’(M))*. Hence it s&ices to determine Qd(M) for 
O<d< (p”- 1)/2. 
To each M we associate parameters “j-h” and “e” where 
Odj-h<n-1 and pj-h<e<(p-l)p”-l. In (3.2) and (5.2) we deter- 
mine Q“(M), for all such A4 where 0d d < pj- h - 1, by induction on d. The 
result ingeneral terms is that Q’(M) has a filtration wh se quotients are
“generalized strings” ( ee (3.1)) and we give them explicitly. This filtration 
may be visualized geometrically by a path in r (see Fig. 3). 
In (5.5) and (4.3) wedeal with Qd(M) up-to d=f(p+ 1)~“~‘- 1for 
those M where the associated simple module A is periodic. (This is the case 
if and only if M= A.) By taking duals, this case is finished. 
Now assume that A is not periodic. If pjeh <d < e we obtain SZd(M) 
from (3.2) (ifj-h=O) and (5.5) to(5.7). For e<d<p”- l-2e we apply 
(5.8) and can finish byinduction on the complexity of A. 
As a general fact we have that he modules Qd(Pj,,(A)) havefiltrations 
where the quotients areagain isomorphic to P,,,(_E) forvarious E.
For a module M, the socle of M (sot(M)) isthe largest semisimple sub- 
module of M, and the “top” of M (top(M), orM/rad(M)) is the largest 
semisimple factor module. 
If a module M has a filtration 0 = U0 s U, E ... z Uk = A4 and 
Ui/UiP, = Xi, then we write: M has a filtration w th quotients 
If M and M’ are G-modules, we denote Hom,(M, M’) by (M, M’),. 
Also, (M, M’),,, are the l-projective maps, and (M, M’); =
CM, M’MM M’h,,. We shall frequently usethe fact hat projective 
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modules and injective modules for group algebras are the same. For the 
Green correspondence, see [12] or [lo], and for other general results on 
modular epresentations and on homological algebra, we refer to 
[S, 10, 15, 203. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Assume that K is a field ofcharacteristic p which contains the (p” - 1)th 
roots of unity. Assume also that p> 2. 
(1.1) Blocks of Type SL2. The group SL,(p”) has two nontrivial p- 
blocks, the principal block B0 and one more which we denote by B, . Let b0 
and b, be the corresponding blocks inthe normalizer N of a defect group. 
(For example, one can take N to be the group of upper triangular matrices 
<SL,(p”).) Also let r, be the set of Green correspondents fS where S is 
simple inBi. 
DEFINITION. We say that he block B is of type SLI if adefect group D
of B is elementary belian, dif or i= 0 or 1 we have that 
(I) for the corresponding block b of N,(D) the categories mod(b) 
and mod(b,) are Morita equivalent, 
(II) under this equivalence, th  set {fS/S is imple inB} corresponds 
to ri, 
(III) the defect groups of B form aTI-set. 
In the following, assume that B is a block of a group which is of type 
SL2. We identify the b-modules with N-modules using the above 
equivalence. 
(1.2) On N-Modules. (a) The irreducible N-modules are all -dimen- 
sional. They are in l-l-correspondence with the linear characters X(T) 
(“weights”) where T is the group of diagonal matrices in SL,(p”). Let p be 
the standard generator of X(T); we identify thegroups X(T) and E, ~ 1 via 
p + + z. For 2 E X(T) we denote by K(A) the corresponding s mple N- 
module; and P(i) is the projective co r of K(il). 
(b) V,!‘) is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree r in the 
two variables xi,y;. The N-action n V,!‘) is the standard action “twisted” 
by the ith power of the Frobenius automorphism (i=0, l,..., n - 1). Also, 
the monomials inV,!‘) are igenvectors of T (“weight vectors”). 
(c) Most important here are the modules V of the form 
Jl= ,p-I,, ,(I,,-I,, . . . @ f,$%;-l) 
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where 1< ri <p (i =0, I,..., n - l), which we denote by 
V= troy rl,-, m--l) 
(the ri are the “coordinates” of V). They constitute th set of Green 
correspondents of simple modules (when ot projective) [4]:
To = 
i 
(ro,..., r*- ’) 1 ‘f’ ri = n (mod 2) and “5’ ri < np} 
i=O i=O 
n-1 
C ri f n (mod 2) 
i=O 
We shall make use of the following properties: 
(i) V has a basis consisting of the monomials 
n-l 
u= n xyyf with a,+b,=ri- 1. 
i=O 
(*I 
(ii) Let L= -[(ro-l)+(ri--l)P+ ...(r+i-l)pnP1]EX(T), 
then the vector  in (*) has weight 
L+2(b,+brp+ ... +b,-,pn-‘). 
(iii) l’ has a simple socle and top, in particular V isindecomposable. 
The top weight of V is L and the socle w ight is --L; l’ is self-dual. 
(d) Assume that V is as in (c), I’= (ro,..,, rnpl), and that K(n) is 
irreducible, and let W be the module K(A) @ V. Then W is uniquely deter- 
mined by ro,..., r, ~, and by its top weight Q (where ~7 =I + L). We write 
W= (a; ro, rl ,..., rnp 1). 
Notation. Sometimes, it will be convenient to perform a cyclic per- 
mutation fthe coordinates of W.That is, we may write 
W= (fs; hrh,..., rn-1, rOy..., rh--l). 
Similarly, if V is as in (c), we write 
V= chrh ,..., r, -, , TO,..., rh--l). 
We will also write A@ V instead ofK(A) @ V. If k is an integer, let
k*=p-k. 
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(1.3) On N-Homomorphisms ( ee also [9, (2.5), (2.6)]). Let C and D 
be N-modules as in (1.2)(d), say C=(y;c, ,..., c,-i) and 
D = (6; d, ,..., d,-1). 
We say that an N-homomorphism cp: C+ D is “normalized” if ittakes 
monomials toscalar multiples of monomials, andif q(o) is a monomial if D
is the monomial which generates C. Then (C, D)N is spanned by nor- 
malized maps. 
Recall that he map cp is l-projective if and only if it factorizes through 
the projective cover P(D) of D. Also, P(D) z (6; p, p,..., p). Using nor- 
malized maps, the following s therefore not difficult to prove: 
(1.3.1) LEMMA. Assume that (PE (C, D)N is nonzero, and that Im(cp)= 
(y; eo,..., e, _ 1). Then ei < ci and d,. Moreover, cpis 1 -projective if and only if 
ci>,e,+d* for i=O,..., n- 1. 
(1.3.2) Remarks. (a) In the special case where C= (y; p,..., p, c,) we 
have that cp is l-projective if and only if c, Z e, + dz. 
(b) Since always (C, D)N is at most 2-dimensional (if C is not projec- 
tive), itfollows that he dimension fthe space (C, D),,,/(C, D)l,, is at 
most 1. 
(1.4) LEMMA. Let W= (0; p, . . p, t) be as in (1.2)(d). Assume that 
t < i( p- 1). Then for any 1 E X(T), the weight space (W), has dimension 
< 1. 
The proof is straightforward using properties (i) and (ii) of(1.2)(c). 
( 1.5) Some Periodic N-Modules. Let W be a module as in (1.2)(d), say 
W= (a; ro,..., r,, _ I). It is well known that W is periodic if and only if ri < p 
for exactly one value of i. (More generally, if ri < p for precisely k value of i 
then W has complexity k. For complexity, see [2].) 
Now assume that W = (o; “p,..., p, r ,, ) where r,,, < p. Then 
Q( W) = (o + rm pm; “p,..., p, rz> 
and for kEZ 
1 kph@ W ak(W)= (k- l)p”@Q(W) if kis even if kis odd. 
It follows that he period fW is p” - 1. Also, the Q-orbit ofW consists of 
all modules of the form A0 W and IO Q( W) which are in the block. 
In particular, the Green correspondent gW is always in the Q-orbit ofa 
simple p riodic module. 
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(1.51) LEMMA. Let W be as above. Then the top and the socle of 
Qk( g W) have no multiplicities (k E Z). 
ProojI Let gD be simple. Using properties of the Green correspondence 
and the fact that S = { 1 } we have that 
(QkM’), gD), =tQk(gW, gD): z(Qk( W), D)fy. 
This space has dimension d 1 (put C= a“( W) in (1.3.2)(b), use (1.5)). 
Hence top Qk( gW) has no multiplicities for arbitrary k; and 
s0cS2~(gW)~t0pQk-‘(gW). 
We assumed that he defect groups of B form a TI-set [ (l.l)III]. This
condition e sures that given any b-module M we have that 
MG = gM 0 projectives. 
Assume that (E) 0 -+ &4 + M + M -+ 0 is a short exact sequence (s.e.s.) 
of b-modules. Then the s.e.s. of G-modules obtained byinducing (E) to G 
has as a direct summand 
O-+g&f+gM@P+g~+O where P is projective. (*I 
We are interested to know when P is zero. The following simple criteria 
will be used frequently later: 
(1.6) LEMMA. The module P in (*) is zero if any one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(a) top( pa) and soc( g&f) have no common composition factor, 
(b) g&f is simple, and 52( g&f) is not a direct summand of g&f 
(c) soc( gM) z soc( g&f), 
(d) top( g@ z top( gM). 
2. FILTRATIONS OF INDECOMPOSABLE PROJECTIVE MODULES 
In this section we summarize some results from [9]. 
(2.1) The Modules Pj,,(A). Astools for our construction we take pull- 
backs and push-outs. 
(2.1.1)(a) Assume that i” and _T are modules and that [: T--+X is a 
homomorphism where X is the cokernel of as.e.s. of modules 
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Then the pull-back T of c along (8) is the module 
T= {(x, Y)E%P/&)=~Y)} 
and there is a commutative diagram with exact rows 
idi d-+ 1 --s+ F hereGr ;;+=; 
T-;-P -z-+X w v) = (05 t;(Y)). 
Similarly, we consider push-outs which give rise to commutative diagrams 
with exact rows 
y;‘;y 
- 
Y’-iQ aA4 
Here, P and Q will usually beprojective co rs ofX and nTi; respectively. 
(b) Assume that T is as in (a) and that P is the prjective cover of 
X (and hence TE G(X)). Then T is canonically isomorphic to the push-out 
of i: Q(T) + _T where i is the restriction of a homomorphism 
Y(~):~(T)+Psatisfying[orcr=rro~(~). (Herenr:Y(T)+Tisaprojec- 
tive cover.) 
(2.1.2) Let A = (a; s,,, s ,,..., s,- i) be in r; we shall need the set of 
indices 
9, := {i 1 s;<p}. 
Choose j, m E yk. Consider the usual cyclic order on 0, l,..., n - 1, say “<.” 
We denote by [j, m) g (0, l,..., n - 1} the “interval” of all integers z such 
that j$z 6 m. 
Let [j,m)nya= (j=i,< ... < ik}, and let c( be the weight of the form 
lx,= -2s* I” Pi” (u = 0, l,..., k). 
Let So = (a; jp ,..., p, s,, s, + 1 ,..., sjp ). In [9], indecomposable nonprojec- 
tive N-modules S1,..., Sk were constructed inductively so that for 0< u Gk, 
s u+l is the pull-back of a map (denoted byv;,~, in [9]) with domain 
cc, @ S,. Thus there are short exact sequences 
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o+s,+ s, +a,Q&+O 
o-+&Y, 4 s2 --+a,QS, -+o (2.1.2)* 
Let S=Sk+i be the last of these modules. We define p&A) = S. In par- 
ticular, if [j, m) n YA = 0 (that is, j= m) then S= S, = A. 
Notation. In order to indicate that S is the iterated pull-back of the 
maps cp&,~...~ ‘P& we denoted S by PB(cp$,) where g= (cQ,, al,..., aK). 
(For more details, see[9] and (2.9).) Examples may be found in Appen- 
dix (A.l). We denote the Green correspondent of pj,,(A) byPi,,(A). 
In [9] it is proved that he indecomposable projective modules of the 
block have filtrations where the quotients are isomorphic to various 
modules Pj,,(A). In order to describe these filtrations it is convenient to 
define a graph (which is a double cover of the orinary quiver of the block 
PO1 1. 
(2.2) Consider the modules in IY We parametrized them by 
elements ofZ” in (1.2)(c); so wemay consider f as a subset of Z”. We 
define maps t: and t;: h” + Z” by 
t; (sg,..., s,-I)=(.vJ ,... ,&,,~k+L~k+,,...) 
where k+ 1 is taken modulo n. (Recall that r* = p - r.) 
Let YY be the group of transformations of Z” generated by these tk+, 
O<k<n-1. 
(2.3) The Graph c. Fix some X in r. Consider the set of symbols 
{w(X) :0 E w> = w-(X). 
There is aprojection pr = pr, : Y+‘“(X) + 22” given by applying the map w to 
the lement X of Z”. r is defined tobe the graph whose set of vertices is 
(4X) E @W) I w-(4X)) E Q. 
The vertices ol(&‘) and oZ(J’) are joined by an edge if and only if w1 = 
t,$w2 for some k. This does not depend on the choice of X. 
One may think of L as a subset ofan n-dimensional lattice. For details, 
see [9]. To give an illustration: 
(2.3.1) Starting at avertex L1in r and moving in one direction gives 
a line segment with p nodes of the form shown in Fig. 1provided the 
(h - 1)th coordinate of pr(A) is <p. 
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If the (h - 1)th coordinate of pr(A) is p, then pr(t;J) q!r, and the line 
through A in the h-direction degenerates to just one vertex. We say that 
t”,*A isthe “positive” end of the line. 
Now we can state he main results of [9]. 
(2.4) THEOREM [9, (3.5.1)]. Assume that j, m E 9’ (j & m). Let c be the 
last element in[j, m) n YA. 
(a) Zfc+ 1 -m (mod n) then Pj,,(A) has a filtration w thquotients 
Pj,c(A 1 
pj,c(tt 64) 0 Pj,c(t, A 1 
P,M 1 
with the convention that Pj,,(t2 4) =0 if t,’ A is not in r. 
(b) Assume that c+ 1 f m (mod n). Denote by Ak = t; ... t;+ l(A) 
for ke [c+ 1, m) and A* = tz(A,,-l). Then Pj,,(A) has a filtration w th
quotients 
Pj,c(A 1 
Pi,AA,.+ I) 
Pj,c(Am-I) 
Pj,c(A + 10 Pj,c(A ~ ) 
Pj,c(Am-I) 
Pj,c(Ac+ I) 
Pj,c(A) 
with the convention that P,,,(A + ) =0 if A+ is not in IY 
(2.5) THEOREM [9, (3.6.1)]. Assume that jEYA. Then the projective 
module 9( gA) has a filtration w thquotients as in (2.4) where c is the 
element in.Y’ before j, and j= m, subject tothe conventions listed in
C9, (3.6*)1. 
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(2.6) THEOREM [9, (3.5.2), (3.6.2)]. (a)Assume that j, rnEyA. Then 
the Loewy length ofP,,,(A) is21 [j, m)l + 1. Moreover, soc(Pj,,(A)) = gA 
and top(Pj,&4)) = gA. 
(b) The Loewy length ofthe projective module y( gA) is 2n + 1, and 
H-l 
soc,(P(gd)) z rad S( gA)/rad*P( gA)= c 0 g(t:A) 
k=O 
(with the conuention that g( Y) = 0 if Y # ZJ. 
The last statement describes Ext’ for simple modules in B completely. 
(2.7) COROLLARY. Assume that M is umodule in B which as no projec- 
tive summunds. Then the Loewy length ofA4 is at most 2n. 
Here we only want to study Q-orbits ofperiodic modules P,,,(A). 
Therefore we make the following hypothesis. 
(2.8)(a) Given A as in (2.1.2) we choose rncy’. Let j be the first 
element in(m, m] n YA, and let S= Pj,JA) as in (2.1.2). In the following, 
we consider only modules S of this form. 
Notation. Since here jis always determined by A and m, we write 
Pm(A) = pj,m(A 1 and Pm(A) = Pj,m(A 1. 
(b) Assume that A = (so, s1 ,..., s, ~ ) EZ” such that s, =0 for some 
r but 1 < si <p if i # r, and s, < p. Then we can define P,(A) to be the 
module S as in (a) where 
CL is as in (a) and 
so = (0; PY, P, s, > 
For CJ we take ~7 =top Ewhere gE is the simple 
module such that E= ( sh ,..., ‘ps, +, ,..., sz ). 
Also, P,(A) is defined tobe the Green correspondent of P,(A). 
(2.9) Some Properties of S. (0) The modules S, (0~ r 6 k + 1) are 
periodic. One can see this from amore general rgument: The hypothesis 
(2.3)(a) implies that So is of the form 
so = (0; PY, P, s, >. 
Hence So is periodic by (1.5). Then (0) follows from (2.1.2)* (and [9]) 
since xtensions f periodic modules by periodic modules are either 
periodic or projective. 
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Alternatively, one cansee it here directly, as (0) follows from (4) below 
and (1.5). 
(1) On the construction: W th the hypothesis (2.3)(a) we have that 
the range of the map (P;,~, ((2.1.2)) is Q-‘(S,). For the s.e.s. (8)in (2.1.1) 
we take afixed minimal injective hull(or projective co r) 
(2) S is self-dual ((4.11) and (2.3) in[9]). 
(3) The order in which the weights LX,,, or ..., elk in(2.1.2)* appear is 
not relevant forS. We may take any permutation z f0, l,..., k; then there 
exist also short exact sequences of N-modules 
o-+s,+s;+cc,(,)os,+o 
0+s:+s:+,+cc,,,,0s:+0 (r = l,..., k) 
(2.9)* 
and the last module S;+r is isomorphic to S,,, (=S) ((4.10) in [9]). 
(4) The modules @‘(S): Consider the exact sequences in (2.9)*. 
From [9, (4.9)] wehave that 
top(s:+ 1)=told@& 0 s:) 63 top(S:). 
Hence there is a short exact sequence ofN-modules 
Q(s:) - ws:, 1) - %(r,oQ(m. 
The argument applies again; infact, for any k E Z, one has 
@(s:) - szqs:, 1) - Q,) 0 @yg). (*) 
(5) For any integer k, we have that Q-“(S) z -2kpm+ ’ 0 G@(S). 
This follows from (4) and (1.6). 
(6) Assume that AE Z” is as in (2.9)(b). Then
PAA + 1 if A = (p, p ,..., 0, 1) 
P,(Ci+)OP,(A-) if s h+l<P 
PAA - ) if s h+l=P 
where 
A + = the projective 8(O) if A= (p,..., 0, p - 1 ) 
(3 ,,,..-r ‘p, s,+1+ 1, s,+2 ,..., s,) otherwise 
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and 
A- = (s,,,..., ‘P, s,+1- 1, ~,+z,..., s,>. 
(Note that if s, +I = 1 then [Ip,,&-) is defined according to (2.8)(b) and
may split further.) This can be proved by a slight modification of (5.17.1) 
and (5.19) in[9]. 
(2.10) Let A = (s,,,..., s, ) where s, < p, such that AE r, or A is as 
in (2.8)(b). Assume that s, <p for some r # m (that is, A is not periodic). 
Let gE be the simple module in B whose Green correspondent is 
E = (sh ,.,., ‘ps,, ,..., s;*,*‘) 
(here, the mth coordinate is s, if s, is odd, and sz otherwise). Let 
e=s,*preh. T en the following holds: 
(2.11) LEMMA. Let k E B. Then there is a short exact sequence of
N-modules 
Qk+‘(P,(_E)) - Qk(kJ(A)) - Qk-e(k@)). 
Proof. Let S = P,(A). Consider first the case where k = 0. From 
(2.9)(3), we obtain a s.e.s. of N-modules 
where r is a suitable permutation, and where S; = PB((pz,) such that 
B = tailis [j,m)n SPA- {r} (for the notation, see(2.1.2)). 
(i) $=Qe(lP,JE)): This follows from the definition and (2.9)(4) 
provided weshow that 
top 52 -‘(S,) = top(E) 
Using (1.2)(c) and(1.6), this is straightforward. 
Applying ow (2.9)(5) we also get hat 
(ii) cr,@S;=Qpe(pm(E)). 
The statement forarbitrary k follows now using (2.9)(4). 
(2.12) Remarks. (a) In the case when e= 1, the exact sequence .in 
(2.11) isan almost split sequence. 
(b) If r = h, or if ris arbitrary buts, is odd, then E= t;*(A), andthe 
vertex _Ein [ lies at an end of the line through A in the r-direction. 
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(c) If A is “degenerate,” hatis, as in (2.8)(b), then Lemma (2.11) is
still true: this motivated the definition. 
(2.13) On l-projective Maps. Assume that T and M are as in (2.1.1) 
and that P and Q are projective covers. With the notation f(2.1.1), there 
is a map tiZT:9(T)-+T satisfying aotiT=7cT. Let cp:M+T be a 
homomorphism. Then the following holds: 
(1) cp is l-projective if and only if 
(i) a 0 cp is l-projective, and if (a 0 cp) = no p (p E (M, Y(T)), 
(ii) cp = 5’p is l-projective as a map into r. 
(2) 40 is l-projective if and only if 
(i) cpb” isl-projective, and if cpb”= K< (K E (Z(M), T)) then 
(ii) the map E (M, T) induced by cp - K[ is l-projective. 
(Here f: M+Y(M)=P(cX’(M)) lifts r.) 
(2.14) The A&under-Reiten-Gabriel D agram [ 13, 3, 111. In [ 131, 
J. A. Green describes a method based on the “ARG-diagram” which allows 
one to calculate th functor Im( , g) when 0 -+ N + E _tg M + 0 is a short 
exact sequence. This procedure has been used to construct almost split 
sequences. 
Here, we shall apply it to calculate Im(X, g) for some modules X; so we 
shall summarize briefly what we need from [ 131. 
The K-algebra considered isthe block b; and we don’t need the 
Nakayama functor since bis symmetric. 
Assume that M is an indecomposable -module which has a minimal 
2-step projective resolution 
0422(M)+P,*P,,>M -iO 
then Ker(n,) = O(M). Further, assume that T is some indecomposable 
b-module and that 8’ is a map where 8’ E ( T, Q(M)). (In [ 133, T= S and 
rci = pi.) Then we may construct the pull-back of8’ along ni, as described 
above, and obtain a short exact sequence 
0 -+ Q’(M) + F(W) -% T+ 0. (*I 
Given a module X, then Im(X, g’) is the set of all homomorphisms 
cp: X+ T which factorize through g’. 
If V is any End(M)-submodule of (M, T), let 
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[13, (2.12)]. There is such a V depending on8’ satisfying 
W , g’) =zy( ,T) 
( V is the “right core of T,” see (2.9) and (2.15) in[ 131). For our purposes, 
it is enough to know that 
(i) (M, T),,,G V and that 
(ii) V’ S$ (M, T)N if the short exact sequence (*) is nonsplit. 
(The first property holds ince g’ is assumed to be surjective; see (2.19)(ii) 
in [13].) 
Here T and M need not be the same, and that will be essential to our 
argument. 
(2.15) (See [9, (5.19.1)].) Let S= P,(A) be as in (2.11), where 
A = (s,,,..., s,), and assume that sh < p. If Odrd p- 1 then there are 
homomorphisms 
(If S= S, then y= y;(@S) is the normalized mapsatisfying 
Im(y) = (*; p- r, p,..., $2)) 
Ker(y) = (*; r, p ,..., sv *‘). 
In general, y ismade up of maps of this type. 
We shall need the following properties: 
(1) If c1 is a weight and CI 0 ok(S) gQd(S) for some d then 
1 0 y$2kS) =y$P(S)). 
(2) YhG=Y;1+’ (up to scalar multiples). 
(3) There is a homomorphism 7:.CP(!Z@(S)) -+ .Y(@-*‘(S)) lifting y; 
such that 
PIRk+l(S)=y;l(SZk+l(S)) (up to scalar multiples). 
(4) Assume that nonsplit exact sequences 
Q’(S) - T-w Qk-*‘(S) 
and 
Q’(S) -M --H Qk(S) 
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are given as in (2.11). SayM, T are pull-backs of maps [,,, and [,. Then 
cro (er;;) = CM for a suitable eE K. Hence there is a homomorphism 
8: M + T defined by0(x, y) = (ey;l(x), y). We write 0 = (ey;l, id). 
(5) Similarly, assume that here are nonsplit exact sequences 
SZk-*‘(S) - T -++ Q’(S) 
and 
as in (2.11). Then there is a homomorphism 0: M + T such that 
8 lak(s) = ey;l (some E K) and 8 induces the identity on Q’(S). We write 
8 = (id, ey;). 
3. GENERALIZED STRINGS 
Let M be any module. We shall need filtrations of thefollowing form: 
(3.1) There are modules M,, M2,..., Mk with submodules 
0 $ Uis V, C$ Mi such that 
(l) U*i+l E Uzj+* (i=O, I,...,), 
(2) M*i/V*ig M*i+ l/V*i+ l(i= 1, T...) 
and M is isomorphic to a module obtained by identifying U2i+, with U2i+ 2
(i=O, l,...) andalso M2i/?‘2i w th Mzi+l/V2i+l (i= 1, 2,... ). 
In the special case where ach Mi is uniserial and where Ui and Mi/Vi 
are simple, such filtrations have been studied already; sometimes these are 
called “strings” [18]. For example, inblocks with cyclic defect groups, 
every indecomposable module which is not projective has such afiltration 
[16, 171. 
Also, considering 2-modular representations of the Klein four group or 
the alternating group A,, then there are infinitely man indecomposable 
modules having such afiltration (theQ-orbits of the simple modules, ee 
[71). 
Notation. Here, we shall a ways have that Uiz Vi. If M has a filtration 
as in (3.1) we will write 
Mzel\ ,‘*, ,,“” where Qi = M,/Vi. 
Ul u2 
, 
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We call this astring filtration; he modules Ui and Qi are the quotients of 
the string filtration. The length ofthe string filtration is theumber of non- 
zero quotients. 
Here, we shall only study such filtrations where the quotients arethe 
modules P,(J) defined above. 
Consider a nondegenerate linin c say in the h-direction, as i  (2.3.1). 
To any segment ofthis line we shall associate  “generalized string.” Take 
such asegment from _E to tkk@), where 1<k < p - 1. In (3.2)* below, e 
shall define a module Si(_E), andwe shall prove: 
(3.2) THEOREM. Assume that E and t;ck-‘)E are in r. Then the module 
St(E) is indecomposable, nd its Green correspondent has a generalized 
string filtration of length k + 1 of the form 
Pm@) P,(t, 2E) Pm(fikE) 
\ / \.../ ifk is even 
Pm(t,E) 
P,(E) e??(t,2E) 
\ / \... ifk is odd. 
PAGE) \Pm(ti kE) 
Here m = h - 1 (mod n). Moreover, the top of this module is 
gA@C@ g(ti2’E) and its ocle is C@ g(t;(2’+‘)E). 
The main application of (3.2) isillustrated in (A.2)(a). 
(3.2)* DEFINITION OF S:(E). Let k be as above. Since we assume that 
the line in the h-direction is nondegenerate, we have that m E 9,. Define 
S@) to be 
(i) Qk(P,(_E)) if _Eis at the positive endof the line and k is even 
((2.1.3)), 
(ii) Q-k(P,(E)) if_E is at th epositive endof the line and k is odd, 
(iii) Qr(Pm(t;‘_E)) if _Eis not at the nd of the line and k = 2r. 
(iv) Assume that _E is not at the positive endof the line and that 
k = 2r + 1. Let _C= t;(J) be the end vertex (then s> 0) and U= P,(C). 
Then we define S:(E) to be the pull-back of the map r;+ I: Q-‘(U) +
[ -2(r + l)ph] @52-“(U) along the minimal projective resolution (2.13). 
Remark. In (iv) we have that [-2(r + l)ph] OP( U) E Q-2(r+‘)--s( U) 
((2.9)(5)). Hencethere is a short exact sequence ofN-modules 
i-r2+l--s(u) - iTi + Q-“(u). 
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Proofof(3.2). Let E= (a; sh ,..., s,), and let S= P#). We proceed by
induction on k. 
k=l 
Case 1. _E is at the nd of the line. That is, s,, = p. Then S@) is defined 
as Q2- ‘( S), hence is indecomposable. By (2.11) there is a s.e.s. of 
N-modules 
Q(S) - P,(t,E) -Lb Q-‘(S). 
Hence there is also as.e.s. of N-modules 
PAt,E) AQ-'(S)OQ - S (*I 
where O= (c, 5) and 5: a(S) -+ Q is an injective hull. Using (1.6)(a) and
(2.6), we obtain from (*) ashort exact sequence ofG-modules 
P,(t,_E) - Q-lRl@)) - P,(E) E gs 
as required. 
By (2.5) and (2.6)(b), the socle and the top are as stated; moreover it
follows that he Loewy length ofg(S#)) must be 2n. This is maximal for 
a module in B without projective summands. Therefore, whenever g(S#)) 
is a quotient of afiltration for some module M, its top gE must be a top 
factor fM; similar for the socle. This will ater give the statements on 
socle and tops for k> 1. 
Case 2. _E is not at the nd of the line. We shall 
(I) construct a s.e.s. of N-modules 
P,(t,E) - 2 - P,(E) (8) 
and then prove that 
(II) 2 2 S,!#) @ projectives. 
Then, by (1.6), one obtain from (8) an exact sequence ofG-modules 
P,(t,_E) - g(S:fE)) - P,(E). 
We shall prove that 
(III) g(S,‘(_E)) is indecomposable. 
(I) We have that E= t;“C where _C is at the end of the line, with 
a = sz. Put U = P,(C). By (2.11), there is a s.e.s. of N-modules 
Q”(U) - s= P,(E) - Q-y U) 
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Q”(U) -52~‘(P,(t,_E)) -ix”-*(u). 
There is a homomorphism y =71: !X”(U) -+a-O-*(U) (see (2.14)). By 
(2.15), this gives a homomorphism 
e=(ey:,,id):S~SZ~‘(P,(t,_E)) (some EK). 
Now define (8) to be the pull-back of 0 along the standard projective co r 
(see (2.9)(l) or Chapter 4 in [9]). 
(II) By definition, 2 = ((-a b)E S 0 9: @(_a) = rc(b) },where rc: 9 + 
Q-‘(P,(t;_E)) is the standard projective cover. Bydefinition, S@) is 
the pull-back of the map yi in (I). Hence the map q: Z + W”(U) @ 
8(52- ‘+*U) defined byq(_ab) = ( al, b,) maps Z onto S,?#). (We use the 
fact that he standard projective co r c, : ~(SZ~“+*U) + Qpn+*( U) is the 
“first component” ofrr; see (4.4)IV in [9]). 
Evidently, Ker(q) 2 Y(Q’U). Since this module is also injective, t must 
be a direct summand of Z, and (II) holds. 
Let M= g(S#?)). We claim that 
(III)’ top(M) = gE; in particular M isindecomposable. 
Since _E is not at the nd of the line in [ f,,(E) is in l7 Hence there is also 
a short exact sequence ofG-modules 
Pm(&) -M, - P,(f,_E) where M1 = g( S,!J t&)). 
From (2.14)(3) we obtain a s.e.s. of N-modules 
S;(t,_E) - P- s;(B) where P is projective. 
It follows that M, = Q(M), andtherefore top(M) =soc(M,). Since 
top(P,(t;_E)) and soc(P,(t,_E)) have no common composition factor 
((2.6)) we must have that op(M) = gE. 
From (III)’ and (2.6) itfollows that he Loewy length ofA4 is 2n. This is 
maximal for a module in B without projective summands. Therefore, 
whenever g(S,@)) is a quotient of afiltration for some module M, its top 
gE must be a top factor fM; similarly for the socle. This will later give the 
statements on ocles and tops for k> 1. 
It remains to show that the socle of g(Si(_E)) is g(t,_E). Now, 
-4 gW_E)) g toP(Q -‘( g&m)), and using a previous argument, we see 
that sZ~‘(gS@))= g(S:(t,_E))=: MZ. From (III)’ applied toM, we 
obtain that op(M,) = g(thE). (This is true also if ti*(_E) is not in r, see 
(3.2)*.) Now let k> 1. For the rest of the proof, put E, = t;‘(E). 
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Case 1. _E is at the end of the line. Then certainly S@) is indecom- 
posable. 
Assume first that k= 2. We have to find as.e.s. of G-modules 
We shall 
(I) construct an appropriate s.e.s. of N-modules 
RAE,) - z - ~?n@*)@ s (*) 
and prove that 
(II) ZE!P(S). 
This gives (&‘), using (1.6) and (2.6). 
(I) Let Y=Q-‘(P,(_E,)). By (2.11), there are short exact sequences of 
N-modules 
L&s) - P,(&) - w*(s) 
and 
SAY - Q-*(s). 
Hence there is a homomorphism 0 i: ‘Pm@*) -+ Y of the form 8, = (id, ey;) 
(some E K). Now put 8 = d@ 8,) and define Z to be the pull-back of 8
along the standard projective resolution. 
(II) By definition, Z= { (_a, b _c) E S@ P,(_E,) 0 9/d(~) + O,(h) = z(c)} 
where R: $9’ + Y is the standard projective co r. Then n: =(n,, r-c*) where 
rr, and rc2 are projective co rs ofQ-‘(S), S respectively. 
If M, = {(u, u) E SO9(S): U= 7c2(u)} then Mi z 9(S), and the map 
q1 : Z + M, defined by (_a, 6 _c) -+ (-a + yb,, c2) is an epimorphism. Consider 
also M,, where A4,= {(u, v)E!X*(S)@~‘(Q-*S): u=n,(o)}, then 
M, z P(O-*S), and the map q2: Z -+ M, defined by (_a, b -c) + 
(y_a + b, , ci) is surjective. The epimorphism q, +q2: Z + M, 0 M, splits 
since M, 0 M2 is projective. Moreover, Ker(q, + q2) z L!*(S). 
Now assume that k> 2. We obtain some filtration for the modules 
g(S@)) ( E:SZ’~( gS)), in particular the composition factors, from the 
following: 
(3.2.1) LEMMA. There is a short exact sequence of G-modules 
a -Ck -I’( g&s) - a”( gS) - Pm(&). 
Proof of (3.2.1). By (2.11), thereis a .e.s. of N-modules Qk( S) -d 
P,(E,) - CFk(S). H ence there is also a s.e.s. Q-ck-lj(S) - Qk(S)@ 
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~?(f2-~S) + P,(&) (using anargument from the case “k = 1”). This gives 
the required exact sequence ofG-modules, by (1.6), since soc(ak( gS)) E
soc(8-‘k- “( gS)). 
The following lemma implies the theorem, by induction on k, in the case 
when & is at the nd of the line: 
(3.2.2) LEMMA. There is a short exact sequence of G-modules 
Gk(gS) -szk-2(gS)09(P,(~k---)) ++‘P,(-E,-,) suchthat 
(i) the restriction of q to Sk-*(gS) is onto, and its kernef is 
~omorphic to ftWtk - 3’( gS), 
(ii) the restriction of q to Q(P,,,(Bk-,)) is onto, and its kernel has a 
filtration with quotients 
Pmf&k ) 
pm@k - 1). 
Proof (1) An appropriate s.e.s. of N-modules: By (2.1 l), there is a s.e.s. 
f2k-Z(S) 2-b Pm@-*) - i-p-2)(S) 
and also Qk(S) w C!(P,(E,- 1)) --t) Wck-‘)(S). Therefore, by (2.14), 
there is a map 8 = (id, eyi): @P,(&- I)) + P,(&k_.z). Let@ = d@ -6, 
then 4is an epimorphism, and we obtain a s.e.s. of N-modules 
Ker(4) z--+ Qk-2(S)@Q(p,,,(&-l))A IFp,(&k-,)* 
It is easy to see that Ker(@rSk(S). 
(2) From this we obtain a s.e.s. of G-modules 
Qk( gS) - o”~‘(gS)OSZ(P,(_E,-,))OQ~ pm@k-2) 
where Q is projective. Now using the filtrations givenby (3.2.1) andby 
(2.5) implies that Q = 0. 
(i) This is proved in (3.2.1) (with k - 2 instead ofk). 
(ii) The N-homomorphism 8 above gives rise to a s.e.s. of N-modules 
K - ~(~~(~k-~))~~(~k-2s) ‘@‘-% Ijp,(&-2) 
(where 72 is the standard projective co r followed by the inclusion). It is 
easy to see that he kernel K is isomorphic to &!$(&). Hence there is a s.e.s. 
of G-modules g(s;(&)) * @P,(_E,- if) - P,(&-2) (using (1.6) and 
the result for “k= 1”). 
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Case 2. _E is not at the end of the line. We give only a sketch of the 
proof; the details aressentially as in Case 1. 
If k= 2, then S:(E) = s2(P,(_E,). Thus the statement is contained in (2.5). 
Now assume that k> 2. 
(a) k= 2r + 1: We obtain some filtration fr mthe following: 
(3.2.3) LEMMA. There is a short exact sequence of G-modules 
#Y&N - gtm_E)) - P,(_E). 
To prove this, one constructs (a before) a homomorphism 8 = 
(ey ;I+ I, id): P,(E) + 52 Pr- ‘([ID,,@,+ )).Let Z be the pull-back of 0along 
the standard projective cover. Then Z z S;(E) 0 projectives. Henceone 
obtains a .e.s. of G-modules 
fUP,(E,+,)) - &%tE))OQ - f’,(E) (*) 
where Q is projective. The kernel in(a) is by definition g(Sr(_E, )) and has 
the string filtration, by i duction hypothesis. We see that (1.6)(a) applies, 
thus Q = 0. 
As in the case k= 1, one shows that g(S#)) is indecomposable. The 
string filtration for g(S#)) is obtained by induction from 
(3.2.4) LEMMA. There is a short exact sequence ofG-modules 
A%tm - gt~::-‘t_E))ogt~~(_E,-l))~ Pm(Ek-1) 
such that 
(i) the restriction of q to g(Sz- ‘(Ekp 1)) is onto, and its kernel is 
isomorphic to g(Sk-2(_E)), 
(ii) the restriction of q to g(Si(_E,_,)) is onto, and its kernel is 
isomorphic to P,(&). 
(b) k=2r (>2): Then S#) is defined tobe P(P,(E,)), hence the 
module is indecomposable. Th  first lemma gives ome filtration for 
dw) ). 
(3.2.5) LEMMA. There is a short exact sequence ofG-modules 
gts:- Y_E)) - Q’tp,t_Er)) - p,tE/c). 
Then one obtains the stated string filtration inductively from
(3.2.6) LEMMA. There is a short sequence ofG-modules 
g(s;(E)) - g(s::~2t_E))ogts~(_Ek-2))~ Pm@&*) 
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such that 
(i) the restriction of q to g(S’i-‘(_E)) is onto, and its kernel is 
isomorphic to g(Siw3(_E)), 
(ii) the restriction of q to g(S#-,)) is onto, and its kernel is 
isomorphic to g(Si(_E,)). 
Assume that gE is simple p riodic. Then _E is always at the nd of a line 
in [. Thus (3.2) shows that he modules 
are “strings” when n > 2. This is also true for n= 1. 
(3.3) The Case n= 1. Let B be a block of type SL, when n = 1. Then 
the modules P,(A) are just he simple modules. They are all periodic, since 
the number of indecomposable representations are finite. 
Let r be the set of the Green correspondents of the simple modules 
where r= r, or ri. 
I-= (fEl,fE,,...,fE~,-t,;z) where dim(f&) =k or p - k 
(that is, fEk = (k) or (p -k) in the notation of (1.2)). Here the graph c is a
linear t ee of length p - 1 (Fig. 2). 
If the module pr(fd) is denoted byfA, then we have that Ek= EPmk. 
The indecomposable projective module B(E,) has a filtration w th
quotients 
with the convention that Ek=O if k=O or p (compare with (2.5)). It is 
easy to describe thQ-orbits of ES. Let 1 E$ s< (p - 1)/2. For 1~ k < s - 1, 
the module @(ES) is a“string from Es-k to EI,+k” oflength 2k+ 1, and its 
socle has length k.For example, ifs> 3 then 
E,-2 
sZ’(E,) = \ /4\ /Es+2 
E s- 1 E s+ 1 
FIGURE 2 
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If k= s + r where r= 0, l,..., p - 1- 2s then Qk(E,) is a string from E,, 1 to 
E 2s + r of length 2s, and E,, , is always in the socle. For example, 
D”(E,) = /E2\ /“’ \ ,E2s 
El & 452s - I 
Since p- 1 -s 2 (p - 1)/2, weobtain the remaining modules Qk(E,) by 
taking duals. 
4. TURNINGS 
Let S= P,(A) where AE f. We saw in (3.2) that he first few modules 
Q’(gS) are “strings.” Thenwe reach the border of [ we need “turnings.” 
Thus, in this chapter, we construct some short exact sequences of
G-modules which involve Q“( gS) when k = tp”. 
Let A = (a; sb ,..., s,)with s, < p. Denote by j the lirst element in
YA n [h, m-J ((2.1.2)). (F or example, jrm (mod n) if A is periodic.) Let 
k=tp”wherel~t~p-landOfsfj-h(orj-h+n).Forthesevalues 
of k, we define simple modules gSk and sometimes gLk in the block 
(depending also n A) in the following way: 
(4.1) DEFINITION. (a) If k = tp” and 0 d s -C j- h then let gS, be the 
simple module in B whose Green correspondent is Sk = 
(P,..., h’“p - t, p)...) s/ )...) sjy) (notation as in (1.2)(d)). (That is, the mth 
coordinate is s,if p- t is odd, and sz otherwise.) 
(b) If k= tp” and s = j- h then let gS,, gL, be the simple modules in
B whose Green correspondents are 
(bl) ifj & m 
SIC= <“P )...) sj-t, sj+ I)...) SC’) if s, - t > 0 
Lk= (p )...) sj+t, sj+ I,..., SF’} if sj+ t d p 
(b2) if jsm 
s, = (“p,..., p, Sk* )- t ) if sJ$-t>O 
L, = ( p,..., p, s;* )+ t > if SF,*‘+ t<p. 
Case 1: h & j (mod n). 
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(4.2) PROPOSITION. There xist hort exact sequences of G-modules 
(a) ifs< j-h 
lrCk- “( gS) - Qk( gS) - P,(_s,) 
(b) ifs=j-h andt<sjandsT 
i-r’k-“(gs) -Qk(gS) - P,(Sk)OP&k). 
Proof: (a) Assume that s< j - h. From (2.11), we get a short exact 
sequence ofN-modules 
Q”(S) - [ID,(&) - sz -k(S). (*) 
Hence there is also a s.e.s. ofN-modules SZpCk- l)(S) w@(S)@ 
9(QpkS) -++ p,(Sk). This gives a s.e.s. of G-modules QnCk- ‘)( gS) 1--* 
Qk( gS)@ P --H Pm@,) where P is projective. Now, sot a”( gS) &’ 
top Qk- ‘( gS) z sot Q;2-(k- ‘)(gS) since S is elf-dual. Hence P= 0, by (1.6). 
(b) The proof is the same as that of (a), using the following a alogue 
of (*): 
(4.2.1) LEMMA. There is ashort exact sequence of N-modules Qk(S) S+ 
p,(&) @ p,&k) - Q-k(s). 
The proof of this lemma is a slight modification of (5.17.1) and(5.19) in
c91. 
Now we shall study the modules Ok(S) for some of the values k = tp” 
which are not covered by(4.2). 
(4.3) The Case When j = m. (For an example, see (A.3).) That is, A= S 
and gS is simple. Put to =min(s,, sz) and k,, = topn- ‘. Let k = tpn-’ 
where to <t 6 (p - 1)/2 and put t = t, +U. Then one of Sk or Lk iS alWayS 
defined, andwe have the following: 
(4.3.1) THEOREM. Assume that s, <s,$ Let I be an integer such that 
0 < I < p”- ’ - 1. Then there are short exact sequences of G-modules 
(a) if to is odd: 
Qlpcko- “(gs) - @+ k”( gs) - @(g&e,) zj-u=o 
&+(ko-l)(g&~-,) -a’+“(@) - @(gL,) f u is odd 
52’+-‘)(gL,.~I) - .‘+ k( gs) - a’( g&) otherwise 
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(b) if t,, iseven: 
ii+(ko- “( gs) - fi?‘+kO( gL!$) + a’( @!dk,) zyu=o 
52’-(+‘ygS,~-l) -@+k(gS) -+, @(gsk) if uis odd 
SZ~-(kO+)(gL,“-I) - Qjfk( gs) + Q’( gLk) otherwise. 
Proof when I= 0. (For arbitrary 1, see Section 5 after (5.5)) Assume 
that Sk is defined. Then top(S,) z top Qk(s) ((1.2)(c) and (1.5)). Using 
normalized maps ((1.3)), one constructs a s.e.s. of N-modules 
K - Qk(s) + Sk (*) 
where K = (*; p,..., p, t) <ok(S). It is straihgtforward to check that K is 
always the Green correspondent of the kernel inthe appropriate sequence 
of the theorem. 
Assume that Lk is defined. Then sot ok(S) rsoc(Lk) ((1.2)(c) abd (1.5)). 
There is a normalized monomorphism 5:Ok(S) + Lk which gives rise to a 
s.e.s. of N-modules 
K H Qk(s) @ p(Lk) -++ L, (**I 
where K= (*; p,..., p, SC)- t) c Y(L,). It is straightforward to check that 
K is the Green correspondent of the kernel inthe appropriate sequence of
the theorem. 
From (*) and (**) one gets .e.s.‘s of G-modules a stated, using (1.6). 
(4.3.2) THEOREM. Assume that s, > sz and that 0< 1 <p”-’ - 1. Then 
there are short exact sequences ofG-modules 
(a) if to is odd: 
ii+ (ko- ‘)( gs) - G’+ ““( gs) + Q’( gL,) zyu=o 
Qi-(ko- “( gLup.-l) -@+k(gS) * @(&) if uis odd 
52’-(ko- “(g&s,-,) - Q’+k( g&s) -++ s-2’( gL,) otherwise 
(b) if to is even: 
fi’- (ko ~ ’ ‘( gs) - !ii?‘+ k”(gs) -++ @( gSkO) q-u=0 
Q’~‘ko-“(gLU,-l) @+k(gb!?) --tf Q’(gL,) if uis odd 
Q~-(ko-lygS,p-l) @+k(gS) + @(gs,) otherwise. 
The proof or I= 0 is similar tothat of (4.3.1). We shall prove the 
theorem for arbitrary 1 later. 
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(4.4) The Case j & m. Let s = j- h (or n + j-h). Assume also that 
sj <s,+. InSection 5 we shall construct short exact sequences involving the
modules Q”( gS) where k = tp” and sj $ t < s,+. Here we observe the 
following: Put k, = sj pS. Although &Sk,, $ r the module ~,(&,) is defined 
according to (2.9)(b). 
(4.4.1) LEMMA. There is a short exact sequence ofG-modules 
52 -(ko- I’( gs) - Qko( gs) - P&k,) @ Pm@,,,). 
The proof is similar tothat of (4.2)(b). 
5. Q-ORBITS 
(5.1) Assume we know a filtration of a module X and we want to 
find afiltration of Q(X). If X has a filtration w thquotients 
X, 
x= x, (9) 
such that op(X) = CO top(X,) then Q(X) has a filtration w thquotients 
fax,) 
Q(X) = Q(X*) 
Q(xk) 
In this case, wesay that he filtration (F) is “good for tops.” (Similarly, we 
may say that afiltration is g od for socles.) 
Also, if k= 2 in (9) and the filtration is given by an short exact 
sequence (b), we say that (8) is good for tops or socles. 
Given a filtration (F) of X where X has no projective summands. 
Assume that M is a module in B which is isomorphic to one of the 
quotients Xi.Then the following condition ensures that op(M) stop(X): 
Any submodule U of A4 satisgying U P rad(M) has 
maximal Loewy length. (5.1)* 
We say that M is “good for tops” if it satisfies (5.1)*. 
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Examples for this are the “strings” (Si(_E)) which we defined and 
characterized in (3.2). 
Let S= P,(A) be as before. We shall prove that he modules P( gS) 
have filtrations wh sequotients arestrings. 
Let A = (So,..., s,) (s, <p). Assume also that jis the first element in
(m, m] such that sj <p. 
For the first part of this chapter, we assume that j& h (mod n). Con- 
sider the line segment in[ through A in the h-direction; the  4 is at the 
end of this line. In(3.2)*, we define the modules S:(A) to be Q”‘(P,(A)) 
(0 6 k d p - 1). Hence from (3.2) we know that Qk( gS) has a string 
filtration for these k.
Similarly, whenever gE is simple inB and E is of the form (“p,..., e,) 
(where e, < p), then Q’(P,(_E)) is known for 0< 1~ p - 1 and has a string 
filtration. Hencefrom the following theorem we obtain filtrations for the 
modules P(gS) for O< w Z$ pjph: 
(5.2) THEOREM. Assume that k= tp” where 1 d t < p - 1 and 
l<s<j-h(orn+j-h),andthatO<l<p”-1. Then: 
(a) There is a short exact sequence ofG-modules Qr-(k-l’( gS) w 
Q’+k( gS) -H sZ’(P,(S,)) which is good for tops tf I< k - 1. 
(b) L2’+k( gS) has a filtration with quotients 
(i) teven (ii) t odd 
Q’mn&74 Qw?&)) 
Q’(cn@,, - 2)pS)) QVm@(,-2,4) 
(c) Ifl<p”-1 then (5) isgoodfor tops. Ifl<Z then (9) isgood 
for socles. 
(d) Assume that I= p’ - 1. Then 
top Q’fk( gS)) = 1 0 top Q’(P,&)). 
r = ,,, ~ 2 ,_.. 
That is, the module Q’(P,(A)) has a filtration whose quotients are strings. 
Each string corresponds to aline segment in the graph L. The lines occurring 
are “parallel” to the line through A in the h-direction. 
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Zf 1 <r < p2 then these lines lie in the (h, h+ I)-plane through 4. The 
“end” of the new string describes a path in this plane as shown in Fig. 3. 
In general, asr passes the value kp” then a new string appears which 
corresponds to a line of a new “s-dimensional slice,” next to the previous slice. 
For the next I steps where 0< 1~ p” the lines are all in this lice. 
Examples may be found in (A.2)(b). 
Proof: Assume that k= tp” is as above. We proceed byinduction on 1. 
l=O: (a) By (4.2), there is a s.e.s. of G-modules 
a -(k ~“( gs) - ak( gs) + Pm(&). (*I 
Applying Q to (*) gives 
where P is projective. 
Assume that gE is a composition factor fsot 52l -(k- “( gS). By (3.2) 
and by the induction hypothesis (since sot Sz’ ~(k- “( gS) g top sXJ~-~( gS)), 
we see that he (h + s)th coordinate of E is p- v where 0d v < t - 1. On the 
other hand, top(P,,&)) s g(t;Sk) ((2.6)), and the (h + s)th coordinate of 
t; Sk is p - t. Hence gE 2 g( t; Sk). Hence P = 0 by (1.6)(a). 
(b), (c) If t = 1 then (*) already gives the filtration, and (c) is part 
of (a). 
Assume now that > 1. We have that k- 1 = (t - 1) pS + ( pS - 1). Hence 
by induction hypothesis, the module Qk- ‘( gS) has a filtration w th
quotients 
LIP’-‘(P (S m -Cl-l)ps)) 
Q+‘(P (S m - (t-s)@)) (%I 
By taking duals, weobtain a filtration (9) for Qk( gS) as stated. 
FIGURE 3 
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By induction, thefiltration (9,) is good for socles; therefore (a) implies 
that (9”) must be good for tops. 
Now let O<Z<p”- 1. 
(a) By induction hypothesis, there is a s.e.s. a  in (a) for Qk+‘- ‘( gS) 
which is good for tops. Applying Q gives a s.e.s. of G-modules 
1;21-(k- ‘)(gs) - Qk+‘( gs) --H @(Pm(&)). (*) 
Assume that 1~ k - 1. Applying Q to (* ) gives 
Q’+‘-‘~-‘)(~s) -Qk+‘+‘(gS)@P + sz”‘(P,(_s,)) 
where P is projective. 
The top of Q’+ ‘(P (Sk)) has only composition factors gX such that he 
(h + s)th coordinate omf X is p - t (or possibly (p- t) f 1 in case I+ 1 = p”). 
Let gE be a composition factor of top Q’- (k -“( gS) 
(g soca ‘+ ’ -(k I’( gS)). If I< ps - 1 then the (h + s)th coordinate is cer- 
tainly of the form p - u where o < t - 1. Thus (1.6)(a) applies inthis case, 
and P=O. 
If l=p”- 1 then 
top Q’ (k “(gS)EtopQ-“-“qgS) 
kz sot sz(‘-‘q gS) since S is self-dual 
gttopC2 ct- lW- ‘( gs) 
= Cr=t-2 ,,-- 4 ).. otopQp”YP,(&)) 
1 
if t>2 
Cr=pp,,p..3 , .. @topRP’-‘-l(P,(S,ps- 1)) if t=2. 
Hence the (h + s)th coordinate ofgE is p-u where u = t - 2, t - 4,... or
u = 0. Thus P = 0 by (1.6)(a). 
(c) Assume that I< ps - 1. The induction hypothesis applied to the 
dual of QIeCk -“( gS) and (a) imply that (9) is good for tops. By induc- 
tion hypothesis, thefiltration for Qkf’-l( gS) is good for tops (here I> 1). 
Since always sot Q”(*) E top Jz”- I(*). it follows that (9) is good for 
socles. 
(d) Assume now that 1= ps - 1. 
Case 1: t = 1. Then the sex. in (a) is 
gs - Q2+ ‘( gs) --t, @(P,(sk)). (I*) 
To obtain the statement wehave to show that op( gS) (Z gA) is not a top 
factor fa*@- ‘( gS). Applying Q to (l*) gives 
a( gs) - a’l’( gs) @ p - @(P,(--Sk)) @*I 
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where P is a direct summand of P( gA). By (4.2), there is also as.e.s. of 
G-modules 
a-(‘+‘)( gS) * Q2p’(P,(A)) -++ Pm(_s2p). (3*) 
From (4.2)(b) applied toP,(-S,,) (with k=p”) we know that @‘“(P,(Sti)) 
has a filtration w thquotients 
L(_s2,) 0 Pm(A) 
Q--(+-I)(Pm(&)). 
(4*) 
Comparing composition factors in (l*) to (4+) gives that P= B(gS) as 
required. 
Case 2: t > 1. Since the s.e.s. in (a) is good, we have that 
top Qk+ ‘( gs) = top @(P,,,(&)) @ top n--(I- ““( gs). 
Now, 
top 1;2 -(I- “@( gS) = sot Q(‘- “fl( g&s) 
=topSZ “-““‘-‘(gs). 
If t = 2, this is the statement; and if t> 2 then (d) follows from the induc- 
tion hypothesis. 
(52.1) COROLLARY. Let k = tp” where s< j- h and 1~ t < p - 1, and let 
0 d I < p” - 1. Assume that gX is a top factor of Q’+ “( gS). 
(a) Then the mth coordinate of X is s, zf I+ k is even and sz 
otherwise. 
(b) Assume that I+ k is even. Then top(X) = top(A) + nph where 
O<n<l+k. 
(c) Assume that I+ k is odd. Then top(X) = top(t,A) + nph where 
O<rjbZ+k-1. 
This follows by induction from (5.1), using (1.2)(c). 
(5.2.2) COROLLARY. Assume that 0<e, f < pS and that e= f (mod 2). 
Then top CY( gS) and sot Qf( gS) have no common composition factor. 
(5.3) LEMMA. Assume that gL and gX are simple, where 
L = (p,..., p, r). Let cp: G’(L) + X be a normalized map which is not l-pro- 
jective. Zf O<I<p”-‘-1 then X=(x, ,..,, r) andalso Im(cp)=(c, ,..., r>.
Proof This is straightforward using (5.2.1)(a) and (1.3.2). 
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(5.4) LEMMA. Assume that j= m (mod n), that is, gS is simple. Let 
k=tp+l (l<t<(p-1)/2) and O<Z<p”-‘. Then topQ’(gS,)c 
top ok + ‘( gS) and top 52’( gLk) Etop Qk + ‘( gS) whenever Skor Lk is defined. 
Proof. Let M = Sk or Lk. Assume that gX is a top factor fa’( gM). 
Then there is a map cp: B’(M) + X which is not l-projective, and we may 
assume that Im( q) = (ah ,..., a,). By (5.2.1), we know that he mth coor- 
dinates ofO’(M) and of X are the same, say r. By (5.3) wehave that a, = r 
as well. 
It follows from (3.2) that there is either an epimorphism 
pr: Qk+‘(S) + Q’(M) or a monomorphism <: Qk+‘(S) + Q’(M). Let 
cp, =pr 0 cp, or qo, =5 0 cp. Then cpi s an N-homomorphism from Qk +‘(S) to 
X. Also, cpi s not l-projective, by (1.3.2). Hence gX is a top factor f
Qk+‘( gS). Since top Q’( gSk) has no multiplicities (( 1.5.1)) we are done. 
Now let k= tp” where s= j - h (or n+ j - h). Assume first that 16 t < s, 
and sf. Then we have the following: 
(5.5) THEOREM. Let 1 be an integer such that 0d I < p” - 1. Then: 
(a) There is a short exact sequence of G-modules 
Q’-‘k-l)(gS) -12’+k(gS) - Q’(pm@k)) @Q’(pm@‘k)) 
which isgoodifl<k-1. 
(b) Q’+k( gS) has a filtration w thquotients 
(i) teven (ii) t odd 
~‘R&4 0 Pm(L,~)) Q’ei&4 0 PAL,~)) 
~‘(p,(_s(,~2)~)op,(_L,,-*)~)) Q’(~m(_S(,-2,)@ &&(,-,)j+)) 
Q’( m Q’-cF+gS) (9) 
Q’-(+ ‘vL(&m%&)) 
Q’-(+ lv,(&~) 0 c&4) 
Q’-(@- ‘w&-I)@) s2-(+ yP,(&& IV) 
Ocn&-l).d) 0 P&,,- I)&+)). 
(c) Zf 1< p’- 1 then (%) is good for tops, and ij” 1 <I then (%) is 
good for socles. 
(d) Zfl=p”- 1then 
toPQk+'(gS)= c OtoPQ'Cf%&J)O P,&)IO CtopQ'( gS)l. 
r = f,, ~ 2,... 
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For an example, see (A.3) and (A.4). 
Proof: Case 1: j= m (mod n). (a) By (4.2), there is a s.e.s. of G-modules 
52’-‘k-1’(gS) +d2k+ygS)@P - Q’(Pm(&)@P,(_Lk)) (*) 
where P is projective. From (5.2) itfollows that if gE occurs inthe top of 
the cokernel of(*), then E has jth coordinate sj f t (where 1~ t < sj, s,?). 
On the other hand, if gF is a socle factor fthe kernel in(*), then the jth 
coordinate of F is j. Hence there are no common composition factors, and
P = 0 by (M)(a). The rest of the proof is similar to that of (5.2). 
Case 2: j= m (mod n). Then P&S,) = gSk and P&,) = gL,. We 
proceed byinduction. Assume that  = 1 and that 0< 1 -C p” ~ ’ - 1. 
(a) By (4.2) (or by the induction hypothesis), there is a s.e.s. of 
G-modules 
LPCk- “(gs) - ak+‘(gS) - Q’(gS,@ gL,). 
Assume that I< p”- ’ - 1. Applying Q to the sequence gives 
@+l-(k-l)(gS) -Qk+‘+‘(gS)@P-+ ii?‘+‘(g&@&) (*) 
where P is projective, and 
(1) top(P)~topQ’-(“-‘)(gS). 
From (*), it follows that 
by (5.4), since the tops of sZ’+ ‘( gS,) and Q’+ ‘(g&) have no common fac- 
tor. It follows that 
(2) top(P)s topSZ’+‘-(k-l)(gS). 
Now (1), (2) imply by (5.2.1) that P= 0. 
(b) The exact sequence already gives the filtration. 
Now let k= tp” ~’ where 1~ t < s, and sz. It s&ices to prove (a), then 
(b) follows by induction. 
I = 0: From (4.2), we obtain the required short exact sequence. Applying 
Q gives 
fi+‘k-l)(gS) -ti?k+‘(gS)@P - Q(g&@gLk). 
since the top factors ofa( gS,@ gLk) are good as top factors of
QpCk- “( gS), it follows that P= 0. 
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Now let 1< 1~ p”- ’ - 1. By induction hypothesis, there is a s.e.s. a  in 
(a) for I- 1 which is good. Applying Q gives a short exact sequence 
Assume that I< p” ~ ‘. Applying Szagain gives 
Q’+l-(k-l)(gS) -dk+‘+‘(gS)@P - @+‘(gsk@gL,) (*) 
where P is projective, and 
(1) top(P) c top sz’- Ck -“( gS). 
If 16 I< p then the module Q’-‘k- l’( gS) satisfies (5.1)*. In this case, 
P = 0. So we may assume that 3< 1. From (*), it follows as in the case t= 1 
that 
(2) top(P) & top Q’+ ‘( gsk @ gLk) 
since the kernel in(*) has no projective summands. 
Assume that W(k-‘-l)( gS) and Q-(k-‘-’ + ‘I( gS) have acommon top 
factor. Then U=Qkp’-*(gS) and V=Qk-‘-‘(gS) have a common top 
factor. Putk-l-2=(t-l)p”-‘+l,, then O<I,<p”-‘-1. 
By induction hypothesis, the modules U and V = !Z( U) have filtrations as 
stated in(b). 
Consider now these filtrations. If Y i  any of the list 
(3) S,,-I or L,.-1 or A (1 <r<t-- 1) 
then a”( gY) and Q’l+ ‘( gY) d o not have common top factors, by (5.2.2); 
also the tops of Q”-(p’-‘-l)(gY) and of52”-(p”“-‘)+‘(gY) have nothing 
in common. Moreover, if Y, $z Y, are in the list (3), then all top factors of 
Q”(gYi) and Qp( gY,) are distinct forall values O<v, p < p”-’ - 1 (by 
(5.2)). Hence if U and V have a common top factor, then we must have 
that Q”( g Y) and Q’lp(P”-‘pl)fl(gY) or Q’l+‘(gY) and 
Q~~(p”~‘~l)( gY )both occur in the filtration. Thus Y appears twice in the 
list (3). 
However, Y occurs at most twice in the list A, SrpnmL, L,,-, where 
1 6 r < t. (This is true since the mth coordinates which occur form two 
linearly ordered sets: 
and 
‘.. <s,-22ss,<s,+2... 
. . . <&t- 3<s$-1 <s;+ 1 <s;+3< . ...) 
It follows that Yg S,.-I or &,-I. Thus Q’l(gY) and Q”‘(gS,.-I) or
a’+‘( gL,.-1) have no common top factors. Now (l), (2), and (3) imply 
that P= 0. This completes heproof of (5.5). 
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The arguments u ed above in the proof or (5.5) in the case j= m 
(mod n) apply also in the situation of (4.3.1) and(4.3.2). The proof of these 
theorems i imilar so we omit details. 
Now assume that j& m (mod n). We shall first udy the situation when 
sj <s,? 
First let k= k, = sjp” where s= j - h. Recall that P,(&,) is defined 
although Sk0 +! r ((2.8)). 
(5.6) LEMMA. Let 0 < I B p” - 1. Then there is a short exact sequence of
G-modules 
iii+(ko- I’( gs) - Qko+ ‘( gs) - ii+[&&ko) @ Pm@ko)] 
which is good for tops if 1~ pS - 1. 
The proof is similar to that of (5.2). An example may be found in (A.4). 
Let now k = tp” (with s = j - h), where sj < t < s,*. 
(5.7) PROPOSITION. Let 1 be an integer such that 0 < I < pS - 1 and 
I+ k < s,?p’. Then there is a short exact sequence ofG-modules 
@(Rk) - nr+k( gs) - “(P,(hk)) 
where Q’(R,) is indecomposable and has a filtration with quotients 
Q’+ ‘(pm(~k,)) 
Q-(ko-l- ‘)(P,_L,) 
(r= (t-sj)pS). 
If l< pS - 1, this filtration is good for tops. 
An example may be found in (A.4) and (A.5). 
Proof. Assume first that l= 0. 
(1) An appropriate exact sequence ofN-modules: Let gC be the 
simple module in B such that C= (“p ,..., p, s,+ I,..., s,). If U= PM(C), then 
by (2.11.1), there is a s.e.s. of N-modules 
Qk+o(U) -Q”(S) - Qk-yU) where a = s]Tp’. (*I 
Similarly, there is a s.e.s. of N-modules 
ab( u) - Pm(&) - fipb( u) where b = (sj + t)*p”. 
Now, k-a = -6, and Qb( U) = -2tpj@ SZk+“( U), hence we can take 
0 = (id, e$): Qk(S) -+ P,&,) ( some e E K) and obtain a s.e.s. of N-modules 
K - Qk(S) @ 9(QbU) a P,(_Lk). 
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Here rr is the projective co r of @‘(IV) and K = Ker(q). Moreover, K is 
isomorphic to the pull-back of r,!, hence is an extension of the form 
Qb+‘(U) wK+Qk+“(U). 
(2) Identification of K: There is a s.e.s. of N-modules 
a-(ko-lyPJ,(_L,)) - y - W~m@,)) (r=(t-Sj)pS) (**) 
where Y= K@ projectives. Thi  isobtained by taking Y to be the pull-back 
of an appropriate m p 8, = (id, eyj) (some 0#e E K). From (**), one gets a
s.e.s. of G-modules 
a-(“0~“(P&,) - gY0 Q - Q’R&,)) 
where Q is projective. 
Let gX be a top factor fs;Z’(P,(&,)). Then gXc top sZ’(P,(Y)) where 
YE r is of the form 
Y= (py..., ‘pUj+l,..., Urn-l* Sp,*‘) 
and for some value of v, j< v <m, a, #s,. By (5.2), the vth coordinate of X 
is the same. On the other hand, any top factor fsZ-(ko-l)(P,(_L,)) has vth 
coordinate s,,therefore gX @ top 52- (ko~ ‘)(P,(_L,)). By (1 6), itfollows 
that Q=O. 
Now put gY= Rk; this gives the short exact sequence for 1 =O. The 
argument shows imilarly that he filtration for R,is good. 
It remains toprove that he s.e.s. (*)is good. Applying 52to (*) gives 
Q(&c) -~k+l(gS)@P - ~(p,@‘,)) @*I 
where P is adirect summand of CY(Rk) = S[LYP,(,S,) @ Qpck’-- ‘)P&,)]. 
Since the kernel in(2*) has no projective summands, wemust have that 
top(P) c toPWP,(_L,)). 
Using the argument from above again, wesee that for any top factor gE
of ~‘(P,&,)), the module E differs in a coordinate v with j< v < m from 
Lk, and therefore gE does not occur in the top of Q(P&,)). 
Consider now a top factor gEof W (ko~ “(P (_L,)). The jth coordinate 
of E is t f a where 0Q a < sj, and t + a < t + sj. & the other hand, the top 
of Q(P&k)) is gt,:(L.,) and the jth coordinate of t,:(Lk) ist + sj. Hence 
P = 0, as required. 
The statements forarbitrary I follow by induction, using similar 
arguments again. 
Now we shall describe theQ-orbit ofP,(A) by induction on the com- 
plexity c(A) of A. 
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If c(A) = 1 then A = S. We have obtained filtrations for SZk( gS) in (4.1) 
(4.2), and (4.3). 
Assume now that c(A) > 1, where A= ( [“p ,..., ] s10 ..., s,)is as before. 
Let e=s*pjnmh (now we 
E= ([p ,... :p,sj,+, ,..., s;*) 
allow also j,= h (mod n)), and 
. Then we have the following: 
(5.8) THEOREM. Let k be any integer such that 0< k < p” - 1 - 2e. Then 
there is a short exact sequence ofG-modules 
Qk+2e(pm(&)) -Qk+e(P,(A)) - Qk(P,(E)) 
which is good for tops if k < p” - 1 - 2e and good for socles if0 < k. 
The complexity c(E) of E is less than c(A). By induction hypothesis, we 
have afiltration for the modules @(P,(_E)) and &‘2e(P,,,(_E)). Hence we 
obtain from (5.6) filtrations for !S k+e(P (4)) when O<k<p”-1-2e. We 
also have filtrations for SZk(P,&4)) wheI0 < k < e ((4.1) (5.2), and (5.5) to
(5.7)). Moreover, since P,(d) is elf-dual, by dualizing we et filtrations for 
the modules !Xk(F’,(A)) when 0~ k<e. Since the period of P,(A) is 
p”- 1, this is the complete a-orbit. Forillustrations, see (A.4) and (A.5). 
It remains toprove (5.8). Clearly, if all these sequences exist then they 
must be good for tops, except the last one. Also, they are good for tops if 
k < 0. We have to prove the xistence. 
By (2.11) there is a short exact sequence ofN-modules 
Qk+2e(P,(_E)) -Q”+‘(S) & Qk(P,(_E))= T.
From this, weobtain a short exact sequence ofG-modules 
ak + *‘(P,,$) - Qk +e( gs) @ Qk - ak(P,(&)) 
where Qk iS projective. 
(A/c) 
(93.1) If k = p” - 2e- 1 then Qk= 0: In this case, the kernel in
(dk) is just P,(E) and has a simple socle isomorphic to gE. But gE is not a 
top factor f52-*‘(P,(_E)), by (5.2), (5.5), and (5.6). 
Let T and g’ be as in (&). We shall prove: 
(5.8.2) Assume that gX is simple. Then every homomorphism 
cp: X-t T factors through g’. 
Parts (5.8.1) and(5.8.2) imply the theorem: (i) Any 0 # cp: gX-+gT fac- 
tors through 8 if gX is simple. This follows from (5.8.2), by the Green 
correspondence. 
(ii) The theorem holds for k=p”-2e- 1. Now let 
0 < k $ p” - 2e - 1. As an induction hypothesis, as ume it holds for k+ 1, 
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that is, Qk + , = 0. By (i), the sequence (dk +, ) is good for socles. Hence 
applying Sz-’ gives a short exact sequence 
szk+yPm(_E)) -42k+e(gS) -++ Qk(P,@)) 
and we must have that Qk = 0, as required. 
In order to prove (5.8.2), we apply the ARG-diagram (2.14) with M= 
C2k’2e~2(lp,,@)). Thus by (2.13) itis enough to show that 
(58.3) For all II/ E (M, X), and cp E(X, T)N the composition rp 0$ is 
l-projective when ver gXis simple. 
First weshall study 
(5.9) Hom,(M, T). By (2.1.2) we have that S=PB((p$,,), say
Cc = tajl 3 c(129...’ @jc) with j, <j,< ... <j,. 
In (2.9) wesaw that he module M has a filtration w thquotients of th 
form /?@ W, where W,=SZk+*‘-*(So) and fl=xUEIav with Zc {jl,..., j, }. 
Also, since T= (a0 +2ph) 0 M ((2.9)(5)), there is a filtration of T with 
quotients of the form (u,+2ph+y)@ W, where ~~~~~~~~ with 
JG {j, ..., j,}. Now fix such weights fi, yas above. Iffl# y, let 
(ZuJ)\(ZnJ)= {t,,..., tl} where t,<t2< ... <t,. 
Put also to =j,. Let IV, = (0; “p,..., p, w ) (say). We define a module L,, 
by L,, = (w + j3; [“l,..., l] sjO + 1, uj0+ r ,..., a,)where 
and 
W 
a,= 
if /?=yorift,EZ 
w+l if ~,EJ 
s,* + 1 if r=tiEZandtip,EI 
s* I if r=tiEZandtip,EJ 
s,+ 1 if r=tiEJandtip,EZ 
a, = 
sr if r=tiEJandti-,EJ 
P if t,+, 4r<tiwhereti~,EJu {to) 
1 if ti-l<r<tiwhereti~,EZ. 
Then a simple calculation sh ws that soc(LBy) = soc(cr, + 2ph + y)@ w,. 
Also, top(LBy) = top@ @ W,). Hence there is a normalized homomorphism 
‘pBv: g(BO W,) -+ 4((or,+ 2ph +r)O IV,) such that Im(cpsY) = L,,. 
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(5.9.1) LEMMA. (a) Assume that /?= y or that l E J. Then there is a nor- 
malized map @E(BO W,, (a,,+2ph+y)Q W,,), such that Im(@)= L,,. 
Moreover, the coset of (p spans (jl@ W,, (a, + 2ph + y) 0 W,);. 
(b) Assume that ,EZ. Then (/I?@ W,, (a0+2ph+y)@ W,)k=O. 
ProoJ (a) The first part is true since here L,, E (a0 + 2ph + y)Q W,. 
The second statement follows from (1.3.2). 
(b) If tl EZ then L,, S& (a,+ 2ph + y)@ W,,. If there is a vector 
p E (a,, + 2ph + y) @ W, of weight w + p, then we must have that (0) = 
<ch, ch + 1 ,..., c, ) and c, = w - (p f 1)/2. But then any homomorphism 
cp: /? 0 W, -+ (a0 +2ph + y) @ W,, such that Im(cp) = (u) is l-projective (by 
(1.3.2)). 
Now assume that c(E) > 1. With the notation of (2.1), we consider M as 
a push-out with M= PB((pz,,) where cr’= (LYLE, tlj2,..., ajCm,)and W, is as 
before, and where w= ajC@ &4. We also consider T as a pull-back, as in
(2.1.1) with _T= (~x,+2p’7@&4 and T=rxjCQ_T. Then we have 
(5.9.2) LEMMA. (a) (&?,_T),= (M,,),,,. 
(b) (M DN = (M _T),,, and (fi, TJN= (n, T),,,. 
(cl (M y(T)lN E (MT)N and (@ TIN E (y(A), RN. 
This follows byinduction from (5.7.1) using the fact hat 01~~ isthe 
“largest” weight occurring. 
The proof is straightforward, with the techniques from [9]. We omit 
details. Similarly, one obtains 
(5.9.3) LEMMA. The space (&4 T)f, is l-dimensional a d is spanned by the 
coset of a map lifting ‘par where y= C;=, aj,. 
Again, this follows by induction from (5.7.1) anduses the following fact: 
(5.9.3)*. zf y= (yh, Yh+l,-, w), AEX(T), and cp: Y+n@9(W,) is 
any N-homomorphism then Im(cp) c ;1@ W,. 
Proof of (5.8.3). Assume that cp: X+ T and $1 M+ X are N- 
homomorphisms such that cp$ is not l-projective, and that gX is simple. 
c(E)= 1: Then M= W,=Q”+2e+2(E) and T=(a,+2ph)@M. Say 
M= (co; “p )...) p, w). 
We may assume that cp and I+G are both normalized (( 1.3)). By (5.9.1) we 
must have that Im(&) = L,, where Z? =y =O. That is, L,, = (co; l,..., 1, 
sjo + 1, PY, p, w ). It follows that 
h(cp)= (hbh, b,,, ..., “+‘p, p,..., w) 
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and also 
x= (Xh )...) p )...) w).
Moreover, xi0 2bjo >sj,, + 1(and x, > 6, for = A,..., j, - 1). Let x = top(X). 
Then by (1.2) wehave that 
x= 1 x,*p’+ w*pm. 
h<r<jo 
The fact that Im(cp) E T gives that 
top( T) + 2 f b,*p’ = top(X). 
r=n 
Direct calculation shows that we must have k = -1 where 2 = 
Cf= ,(b,* + (x, -b,))p’. Moreover, 0 d Iz <2e - 2. This finishes theproof of 
(5.6.3) ifc(E) = 1. 
Now assume that c(E) > 1. Let q = cp$. 
Case 1. a$ is not l-projective. Then by(5.9.3), we have that a$= qor 
(modulo l-projective maps), where y= OL~, + .. . + CI~~. Here we must have 
that 
and hence 
x= (x,, ~~~,xj~v P,..., sjI, P ..., sj , P ..., .3 Sj,,*,,, w> 
such that x, > b, for h< r 6 j, and xi0 2bjo 3sjO + 1. Let I= top(X). Then 
I= Cf==, x,*p’+ x.;‘=, szp”+ w*pm. Since Im(cp) c (~1~ + 2ph + y) @ IV,, we 
obtain that 
top(cr, + 2ph + y) @ W, + 2 1 b,*p’ + 2 c s;ph = top(X). 
By direct alculation, one obtains that k= --I and 0 <A < 2e - 2. This 
finishes theproof in this case. 
Case 2. aq6 is l-projective. By (5 9.2)(b) and (2.12) wemust have that 
a? and F$ are not l-projective. By (5.7.2)(c), ZqF maps &4 into T. Moreover, 
Zq6$ (M_T),,, by(2.13). Also, one can show that Im(k,&) ~6Im(P([,)) if
B(cr): P(T) +Y(_T) lifts CT. This follows from (5.7.1) by induction; for
Y(ir) see [9]. From this one can see that 1~6 must factorize through X. 
Consider also the map a?. By (5.7.2)(c), a$ induces a homomorphism 
q1 : &? -+ T, and the “dual” arguments show that qI is not l-projective and 
must factorize through X. 
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We have that M~Q2k+2e~2’f(~,(~)) and _T=Qk+Y(P,(_F)) where -
F= (p ,..., sj , p ..., sj2, p ...,..., jcp , ., s!$) 
such that gF is simple inB and 
f = s;pjc+. 
The complexity c(F) is less than c(E). Hence, if lv,a isnot l-projective then 
by the induction hypothesis, k + f does not lie between 0 and p” - 2e - 1. 
Similarly, JZ;jQ52f+k+2e+2 (P,(E)) and T = Qkef( Pm@‘)), and if q, is not 
l-projective then k-f does not lie between 0 and p” - 2e - 1. 
So we must have that p” - 2e -f- 1 <k < p” - 2e - 1 and also that 
Odk<f: This implies that p”-2e-f-1 <f or p”-1 <2f+2e. But 
2f+2e<2(p-1)p”P2+2(p-l)pp”P3 (note that here n>3). This is a 
contradiction. 
APPENDIX: WORKED EXAMPLES 
Take n = 3 and p = 7. We shall study the Q-orbits of the modules P,(A), 
P,(B), and P,(C) in detail where m = n - 1 = 2 and 
‘4 = (c1; 2,2, 3), B = Cp; 7, 2,4), c = (; 7,793). 
(A.l) The Green Correspondents (see (2.1.2) and(2.8)) 
(i) p*(C) =C since gC is simple p riodic. 
(ii) Let S= P,(B). By (2.1.2), S isan extension of a,@ S,, by So 
where So = (8; 7,7,4) and CI~ is the weight 
a0 = -2.2*p = -lop. 
(iii) Let s= P2(LI). Then there are short exact sequences 
o-&J+~1~a&3;o+o 
o-d,4 +a,@S,-+O 
with 3, = (a; 7,7,3), where CQ, = -2. 2*p” and ~1, = -2.2*p. 
The values ofthe parameters ‘j -h” and “e” (see the beginning of Sec- 
tion 4and (5.8)) are as follows: ForA, j - h = 0 and e = 5; for B we have 
j-h=1 and e=5p; and for C, j-h=2 and e=4p2 (in fact, e is not 
needed for C). 
(A.2) LIdfor O<d<pjPh- 1 
(a) Let 0 < d < p - 1. Here we consider B and C. In (3.2), we take 
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h = 0 and E = B. Then the line in [in the O-direction goesfrom B to t;Q?) 
(where tc6(B)= (1, 2,4)). Here 
s,dw 
WS)= [sg(&q]* 1 
if dis even 
if dis odd 
and we obtain a filtration for Qd( gS) from (3.2). Similarly forE = C. 
(b) Now let p< d < p2 - 1. Here we consider only C. In (5.2) wetake 
d= k + 1 where k= rp and 0 Q Id p - 1. Then Qd( gS) has a filtration as 
given in (5.2). Consider the quotients in (F). For example, 
S, = (7, 7- t, 3’*‘), and its parameter ‘y-- h” is 1, we also have that 
1 d p - 1 < d. Therefore, the modules Q’(P,,&S,)) are known by induction. 
(Here one sees why this particular strategy is necessary.) 
(A.3) Qd(gC)forp2ddd4p2- 1 
(a) If p* < d< 3p2 - 1, we apply (5.5). Consider the quotients of the 
filtration in (5.5). The modules g(S+) and g(L,z) are simple periodic. 
Also, I and ( p2 - 1) - 1 are p2, therefore th quotients aregiven by induc- 
tion. 
(b) Assume that 3p2 6 d d f(p - 1 )p’ + (p’ - 1). We may apply (4.3). 
Here t, =3; since s, = 3 < sz = 4, we obtain a filtration of Q”( gc) from 
(4.3.1). 
This illustrates how to find the Q-orbit when the simple module is 
periodic. 
(A.4) QdV’,(B)) for p 6 d 
If p<d<2p-1 we apply (5.5), and if 2pdd63p-1 we may take 
d= k,+ 1 where k,=2p and O<l<p- 1, and obtain a filtration fr m
(5.6). Proposition (5.7) deals with the range 3p < d 6 5p - 1. Again the 
quotients areknown by induction. 
Finally, if (e= ) 5p d d< p3 - 1 - lop, we are in the situation of (5.8). 
The module E is here (7, 7,4*) which equals C. Since we have just seen 
how to find the Q-orbit ofP,,,(E) = gC, this case is finished. 
(A.5) The Modules Qd(P2(,j)) 
For A, we did not get anything sofar. If d= 1 we apply (3.2) with = 0 
and E = t$ (A ) ( = (3, 2, 3*)). Then A = to (E) and therefore by definition 
QP2L4)) = qx&). 
For d= 2, the hypothesis of (4.4.1) is satisfied, since h re k, = 2; and for 
3 d d < 5 = s,* we use (5.7). 
Let 5 < d < p3 - 1 - 10, then we are in the situation of (5.8). The module 
E in (5.8) isnow (7,2, 3*) which equals B.Since we know the Q-orbit of
P,(B) already, we obtain also afiltration for Q“(P,(A)) as required. 
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